This is a position paper aimed at the interface between meaning-oriented linguistics generally and instructed language-learning. The alliance between usage-based linguistics and form-focused instruction in language teaching stands to benefit from advances on both sides: a recognition by theoretical linguists that systematic meanings of grammatical forms are responsible for observed, emerging patterns of usage; and a greater willingness on the part of advocates of the teaching of grammar to engage in focusing upon individual, meaningful grammatical forms, as distinct from unanalyzed, holistic form. Explicit knowledge of forms and their meanings can usefully guide the practice of teachers and, potentially, the performance of learners.
Introduction
Grammar is uniformly meaningful, and the meanings of grammatical forms are responsible for the patterns of those forms that are observed in usage. The second-language teacher would benefit from knowing not just the patterns of the forms but the meanings of the forms that are responsible for the patterns. In this way, the teacher can guide the learner in making a choice that is felicitous whether it contributes, in any given case, to a more frequent or a less frequent pattern. teacher's knowledge of usage-based tendencies -which when extremely strong have been called rules -can be helpful, but, uninformed by the causes behind the effects, such knowledge remains merely descriptive, not explanatory. It looks backward, summarizing a corpus rather than motivating production. Worse, such limited knowledge systematically builds error into production. Rather than providing guidance for choice, knowledge of patterns alone in effect precludes choice by implicitly prescribing across the board the more frequent combinations of forms even when these are communicatively infelicitous.
By contrast, analytical knowledge of the meanings of forms can consistently inform the choice of which form to use, regardless of how frequent a given combination may be. More linguistic research is needed to identify exactly what the grammatical forms are, and what they mean.
should be a focus on holistic form; any analytical focus on particular grammatical forms (FonFs) was discouraged. The latter was associated with traditional grammar teaching and so tended to be disparaged. But that distinction has not always been insisted upon (e.g., DeKeyser 1998) and, what with the variations on FonF that have ensued, the distinction appears to be less insisted upon today (e.g., in Nassaji and Fotos 2011). In this paper, usage of the term FFI is intended to be broadly defined.
The relaxation of the distinction between holistic form and individual forms resembles a relaxation (e.g., in Larsen-Freeman 2003) of the distinction between conscious learning and unconscious acquisition, which had been emphasized -if not universally embraced -since Krashen and Terrell (1983) . With these advances, the time now is right for teachers to be prepared to focus on grammatical forms as signals of meanings within a communicative context. And so the time is right to look towards meaning-oriented linguistics for the actual identification of grammatical signals and their meanings.
Form-focused instruction and usage-based grammar
The ascendancy of FFI in the field of second language acquisition (SLA) is compatible with the growing view in the field of theoretical linguistics that language is a part of general, "embodied" human cognition (Langacker 1987; Tyler and Evans 2003) , a "complex adaptive" (N. C. Ellis and Larsen-Freeman 2009) or "dynamic" (de Bot, Verspoor, and Lowie 2005) system with an "emergent" (Hopper 1987 ) and "usage-based" (Bybee 2001) grammar of symbolic "constructions" (Bond and Goldberg 2009) . In this view of language, speakers interacting in a community base their linguistic behavior at any one time upon, among other things, past linguistic experience. As a result, the structures of language, far from being static and given a priori, "emerge" from usage and so are ever changing, both within the individual and in the community. (The role of social and cultural factors, in addition to "embodied" space, is emphasized in Cognitive Sociolinguistics; e.g., Pütz, Robinson, and Reif 2012.) This compatibility between recent practice in SLA and recent work in theoretical linguistics is made explicit and is explored from many angles in Robinson and N. C. Ellis (2008) .
This dynamic view of grammar stands in direct opposition to the idea of a static, innate Universal Grammar (UG) that is "autonomous" of meaning and unconcerned with usage in particular speech communities (Chomsky 1965 ). An innate UG would precede the individual's experience in the world. Its core principles would reside in a special language acquisition device (LAD) in the brain. That view of the nature of grammar was compatible with a non-interventionist, purely communicative teaching approach for second language.
Since, in one still very influential view (Chomsky 1957) , syntax had nothing to do with meaning anyway, the teacher and the learner could safely ignore grammar and focus on communication through lexicon and pragmatics. If one was concerned at all with grammar, one could hope that certain parts of the LAD would remain operative post-puberty, and so input alone would be adequate for the acquisition of the target grammar, as in the case of first language.
A usage-based or emergent grammar also stands in opposition to a top-down, traditional, prescriptive school grammar, upon which Grammar Translation was based.
And it stands in opposition to the kind of static structuralist grammar upon which Audiolingualism was based.
Usage-based linguistics is not and need not be, however, antagonistic to the synchronic analyses of particular grammatical signals and meanings, such as that offered by the Columbia School, to be illustrated later in this paper. For discussion of the compatibility and differences between Cognitive Grammar and Columbia School, see Kirsner (2004) , Langacker (2004), and Huffman (2012) .
The compatibility between FFI and usage-based grammar rests upon the following line of reasoning: First language acquisition amounts to a "sampling problem," wherein the language learner, just as in general cognition, estimates norms of usage on the basis of the input to which he is exposed. The learner does not, however, "merely conform" but instead also innovates, and thus language changes. The uninstructed learner of second language behaves similarly except that here the already learned patterns of the first language can interfere in various ways with the acquisition of the second language, resulting in overgeneralization or in avoidance of unfamiliar patterns. Knowledge of the first language can also stand in the way of the learner's perception of phonetically non-salient forms in the second language, especially such bound morphemes as English -s and -ed. It is at this point that intervention by the teacher, in some version of consciousness-raising, enters the picture. The teacher needs to draw the learner's attention to a form that is not being perceived, or is being avoided, if the learner is to move beyond a "Basic Variety" of the target language that suffices for rudimentary communication ). Of course, even basic communication demands more than just words: the words have to go in some order.
The problem of identifying attention-worthy grammatical form
Naturally, acquisition research and linguistics must go hand-in-hand, since "in order to analyze how language is learned, acquisition researchers need to know the exact nature of what is learned" (Niemeier and Achard 2000, 2) . Much work on the intersection between acquisition and usage-based, constructionist, or cognitive linguistics has built upon firstlanguage acquisition and so has focused on uninstructed "naturalistic" second-language acquisition, in which factors such as a form's frequency and saliency, and a meaning's prototypicality, play large roles (e.g., There is widespread agreement that, in second-language contexts, teachers need to intervene, explicitly or implicitly, to direct learners' attention to grammatical form and to sensitize learners to the role that grammatical form plays in communicating meaning (see, e.g., N. C. Ellis and Cadierno 2009; Robinson 2011; Yuldashev, Fernandez, and Thorne 2013) . One illustration of this which also involves a recognition of cross-linguistic differences (as opposed to UG), as well as attention directed at particular forms, is to be seen in De Knop and Perrez (2014) .
But it is hard to pay attention to what one cannot identify. And the literature is far from consensus on what exactly the grammatical forms are and even farther from consensus on what exactly they mean. Between the two logical extremes that a morpheme (such as -s or -ed) can have a meaning and a sentence can have a meaning, is the question of the status of constructions, including "multi-word units" (MWUs). Yuldashev, Fernandez, and Thorne (2013) point out that the MWUs that supposedly make up "formulaic language use" have been viewed as either "fixed" or "semifixed" and made up of both "function" and "content" words. Thus, the identification of MWUs has been problematic. These authors endorse a recent shift in thinking, in which there is no distinction between meaningless grammar and meaningful lexicon but in which the two are "fused." Learners are seen as gradually abstracting "chunks" so that what was initially perceived as unanalyzable eventually gets analyzed and thus is ready for creative use.
To illustrate the indeterminacy of form: Beckner and Bybee (2009) Even when the identification of a form is uncontroversial, its meaning may be "opaque" (DeKeyser 1998). The form-meaning connection (FMC) may appear to be "complex" for reasons that include low "transparency" of the meaning (VanPatten, Williams, and Rott 2004) . This is particularly problematic if -as often in the literaturetraditionally favored notions are relied upon, as they tend to be (e.g., "declarative" and "interrogative" in Eskildsen 2008; "agent" and "recipient" in Bond and Goldberg 2009; "impersonal" in Achard 2010) . See Diver, Davis, and Reid (2012) to recognize that, in addition to a form's meaning -whatever that may be -"contextual knowledge" and "discourse knowledge" are also involved in a choice. But even that may not be enough. If we add to the traditional assumption that English a means something like 'indefinite' the recognition that "Speakers make different presuppositions about what listeners know and share with them," then even so simple an utterance as I still say that's a nice scarf you've been wearing all week can be puzzling. The scarf would appear to be not only definite but also discourse-familiar.
Since the sheer number of constructions, or MWUs, is "vast and diverse," and therefore "daunting" to the learner, it would be an improvement, certainly, if one could show that constructions are "motivated" rather than arbitrary (Boers, Eyckmans, and As a consequence of this vacuum in linguistic analysis, teachers are left to muddle through with no explanation for learners at all ("Just because"), or to provide a patently inadequate "rule of thumb" ("We usually do it this way"), or -worst but perhaps most commonly -to fall back upon a traditional account that we all know to be inadequate ("That's the rule, but there are many exceptions").
Grammatical form is meaningful
There are grammatical forms that everyone, from linguists to language teachers, views as being meaningful. Here it is easy to justify talking about the learner as having a "choice" (Larsen-Freeman 2002) . Among such forms are the tenses (1a, b): 1a. We walked five miles (yesterday).
1b. We walk five miles (every day / tomorrow at the walk-a-thon).
Within the domain of time, one form, walked, signals the meaning PAST, while the other, walk, signals any other time, call it NON-PAST. i Such relation between grammatical form and meaning notwithstanding, it is still commonplace for grammar to be viewed as a set of rules for forms, which by strict definition do not involve choice. ii Among such forms are typically the singular and plural forms of the verb, apparently reflexes of a rule of subject-verb agreement (2a, b). Indeed, belief in a construct of subject-verb agreement is so widespread -from formal linguistics to the language classroom to the prescriptive judgements made by educated speakers -that it can serve here as a heuristic to illustrate how a theoretical dispute compromises practice. 2a. Our kid plays soccer. 2b. Our kids play soccer.
In the traditional account, such sentences do not involve choice between verb forms; rather, each sentence has its respective verb form because of a rule of subject-verb agreement. The first sentence has singular plays because of the singular subject kid; the second sentence has plural play because of the plural subject kids. Once the number of the subject is chosen, the number of the verb is automatically determined (alternatively, once the grammatical number of the sentence is chosen, the grammatical number of the subject and verb are automatically determined). In this view, rules are essentially exceptionless arrangements of structural elements of sentences. Such a view of linguistic structure existing apart from meaning is not limited to traditional or pedagogical grammars but is found too in scholarly research either consonant with or at least influenced by a UG-type competence grammar (e.g., R. Ellis 2002) . iii To accommodate cases where the formal agreement pattern does not hold, a careful traditional or even modern functionalist treatment would note exceptions. For the rule of subject-verb agreement, exceptions would involve collective nouns and words that do not distinguish singular and plural. Thus, at least in U.S. English, the following would be deemed acceptable or target (3, 4) : 3a. Our music faculty plays an important role in the school. 3b. Our music faculty play instruments from around the world.
4a. Most (of the steak) looks done.
4b. Most (of the steaks) look done.
In such cases, some provision might be made for a role for meaning, though likely camouflaged under what looks like a formal sub-rule: (3) When a morphologically singular noun (faculty) is used in a collective sense, it takes a plural verb (play). (4) Some words (most) have the same form in the singular and the plural. In this way, the verb form is ostensibly kept dependent not on its own meaning but on something else (the subject), and so we preserve the illusion of having a mechanical rule that works while describing the variability in subject-verb patterning that is observed. iv Still other components of grammar, such as English subject-verb order (SV vs. VS), adjective-noun order (AN vs. NA), and verbal aspect (complex vs. simple tenses), appear to fall somewhere in between on this scale of meaningfulness. In each case, among the alternative forms involved, we might sense some difference in communicative effect, but we would be hard-pressed to say just what that difference is, so we would be unable to furnish either a rule or advice for meaningful choice.
We suffer, then, under a cognitive dissonance with respect to grammar. Is it meaningful or not? It is.
Rules are just strong patterns
Though many teachers may uncritically believe in rules as the obscure but constant reality of language structure underlying observed, variable usage, there is in fact no usage-based justification for a distinction between rules and patterns or tendencies. v In actual usage, combinations of grammatical forms exhibit a range of strengths of association, from nearperfect 100% correspondence -the ideal reflection of a linguistic rule -to a 50-50 splitthe proverbial coin toss. Though the quintessential syntactic rule is that of subject-verb agreement, in fact third-person present-tense verbs formally agree in number with their subjects somewhat less than 100% of the time, 99% according to one count (Reid 1991, 363) ; recall example 3b.
Only somewhat less successful is the rule of subject-verb order. One can easily state a rule, or a pattern, stipulating that in an English sentence the subject comes before the verb (followed by the object and adverbial elements): (Azar 2003, 164) And indeed, subjects usually do come before verbs in English, 98% of the time in one count (Huffman, 2002, 331) . vi The SV pattern, as in On the horizon a bright moon appeared, is frequent, but the VS pattern, On the horizon appeared a bright moon, also occurs.
Other patterns are just as real but not as strong. That 98% figure for subjectverb (SV) order is actually an overall figure; there are sub-tendencies within the tendency, depending on factors such as whether the subject is definite (the) or indefinite (a) and whether the verb is substantive (e.g., stand) or existential (be). See The more specific the rule, the less reliable it becomes, to the extent that the two patterns A small vase was on the left and On the left was a small vase are equally likely to occur.
Gradient Tendencies Within the Tendency of Subject-Verb Order
Teachers who know Spanish are familiar with the rule that, in English, the adjective comes before the noun. But in fact, both languages exhibit both orders (cf. Klein-Andreu 1983 for Spanish). To illustrate, one short English text has a 31:4 ratio of AN to NA orders; in just 89% of the cases does the adjective actually precede the noun. vii One token serves to illustrate both orders: we found our front door unlocked (vs. we found our unlocked front door).
As a final illustration of a weak but real pattern, consider the correlation of grammatical person with verbal aspect, a correlation weak enough that it may never even have been mentioned in published grammars, certainly not as a rule. See Table 1 . When actual correlations range between 100% and 50%, there is no practical way to distinguish between a rule and a tendency. The notion of subject-verb agreement having a special status as a rule begins to seem indefensible; instead, the co-occurrence of subject and verb numbers begins to look like simply a very strong pattern among many other patterns. viii The field of second language instruction can therefore justifiably dispense with the notion of rule and focus instead on the patterns that appear in usage and -the point being made here -on explaining those patterns, with the ultimate goal of helping learners towards communicatively effective production.
Native speakers know the facts of usage
There is abundant psycholinguistic evidence that native speakers in some sense have knowledge of the statistical patterns in their language, that is, the probabilistic facts of usage. N.C. Ellis (2004) summarizes the evidence and also articulates the theoretical position.
Language learning is the associative learning of representations that reflect the probabilities of occurrence of form-function mappings. Frequency is thus a key determinant of acquisition because 'rules' of language, at all levels of analysis from phonology, through syntax, to discourse, are structural regularities that emerge from learners' lifetime analysis of the distributional characteristics of the language input. (N. C. Ellis 2004, 53) This view of acquisition is consonant with usage-based linguistic theory.
"Experience affects representation. The use of forms and patterns both in production and perception affects their representation in memory" and so their accessibility for use (Bybee 2001, 6-7) .
Such treatments of language processing and of mental representation itself explicitly relate, rather than separate, usage and knowledge, probability and structure. That is, to know a language is, in part, to know its patterns.
Nonnative speakers need to be made aware of the facts of usage
Researchers in the field of second language have taken the psycholinguistic evidence for first language acquisition as justification for advising that learners of a second language need to be made aware of the facts of usage. As N. C. Ellis (2004, 60-61) points out, native speakers' knowledge of the facts of usage comes from implicit, not explicit, learning. No one is taught the frequencies; rather, "The only source is usage, in naturalistic communication."
"Yet," Ellis continues, "if that was all there was to it, then second language acquisition would be as effective as first language acquisition." Instead, "there are certain aspects of language to which second language learners commonly prove impervious." Upon this fact is built up the case for explicit instruction to promote noticing.
Larsen-Freeman (2003, cf. 14, 55) concurs that the structure of language is probabilistic and that learners need to be made aware of the tendencies, which she calls "rules of thumb" -that is, not true structural or formal rules.
In this wing of the field of second language learning, where grammar has meaning, the current prevailing view is that knowledge of language amounts to, or results from, knowledge of usage. There is wide acceptance of the view that, for second-language learners, explicit learning of the facts of usage (awareness of linguistic form) is beneficial in promoting accuracy (grammatical proficiency), rate of acquisition, and ultimate attainment (Terrell 1991; Norris and Ortega 2000) .
But the facts of usage are not the linguistic system
Granted that highly proficient speakers have at least unconscious knowledge of the gradient statistical facts of usage, it does not follow, however, that such knowledge is indistinguishable from their knowledge of the categorical linguistic system. The existence of clines in no way precludes the existence of categories, and "an account that recognizes ONLY gradience has difficulties in being precise about the role (if any) of categories" (Boye and Harder 2012, 6) . The dichotomy between categorical and emergent grammar may be a false one.
A person who routinely drives a car through a certain intersection with a 'delayed green' stoplight may well know, consciously or unconsciously, that even after the traffic perpendicular has stopped once their light has turned red, our driver's own light is going to remain red momentarily before turning green. Or a driver may know that a particular intersection has an unusually long, or unusually short, red light. Drivers know that amber lights typically flash only relatively briefly as the transition from green to red takes place.
All this is practical knowledge about the usage of particular traffic lights, their operation in real time. None of this, however, alters the system by which the lights signal what drivers must do: green for 'go,' amber for 'prepare to stop,' red for 'stop.' Nor does it alter the driver's knowledge of that system. Knowledge of the variable quantitative experience is separable from knowledge of the unchanging system. And it is the systematic meanings of the system that fundamentally matter. On a trip through many intersections, greens, ambers, and reds will exhibit various patterns of relative length, but the meanings 'go,' 'prepare to stop,' and 'stop' consistently communicate what a driver must do, even at unusual intersections.
Analogously, even if speakers or writers of standard U.S. English know, in some sense, that the collocation I be is rare relative to I am, that knowledge in no way prevents them from using I be when they need to: It is important that I be honest with you. Second-language learners, lacking the extensive experience of proficient speakers, may need help in making grammatical choices, and it is not adequate for teachers to be aware of the patterns. Yes, teachers who know that I am is merely common -as opposed to being the reflex of a rule -are in a position to provide input that includes tokens of I be, but even they are not in a position to answer the question "What is the difference between the two?"
Learning rules or patterns is not enough
Teachers need to know more than just which combinations of grammatical forms are frequent and which are infrequent. Again, verb number will illustrate. Consider the pair of standard English utterances in example 5, with contrasting verb forms highlighted ix :
5a. Five dollars were stuffed in my pocket. Now they're all crumpled.
5b. Five dollars was returned to the customer as a refund.
In the most readily imaginable contexts for each of these, it would be odd to say instead: 5a'. ? Five dollars was stuffed in my pocket. Now they're all crumpled.
5b'. ? Five dollars were returned to the customer as a refund.
Let us leave aside the view that one of these, 5a, is the product of a syntactic rule while the other, 5b, is a pragmatic deviation in performance or a product of some kind of non-syntactic, perhaps semantic, rule. Suppose that a learner is taught a rule of thumb:
Subjects and verbs agree in number. Singular subjects take singular verbs, and plural subjects take plural verbs. Use this as a rule of thumb.
This would be in line with the advice of Larsen-Freeman (2003) . However, a learner faithfully following this advice would successfully produce 5a, dollars were, but not 5b, dollars was. A learner successfully producing 5b would not be following the rule of thumb but deviating from it. For this advice to be helpful, then, learners would have to know when to follow the rule and when to disregard it. A second level of instruction would be required:
Ignore the rule of thumb when you need the verb form to be independently meaningful.
This advice begs the question whether the verb form isn't inherently meaningful in any case: Use plural when you mean plural, singular when you mean singular. The plural meaning of were in 5a is just as appropriate for the message communicated there as is the not need the rule of thumb to begin with.
Suppose that a learner is instead taught discourse frequencies:
Subjects and verbs usually agree. Singular subjects usually co-occur with singular verbs, and plural subjects usually co-occur with plural verbs.
That statement is empirically true. But what is the good learner to do with it? If this is all
the guidance the learner has, then the smart thing to do would be to bet on the winner every time. Always make your verbs agree with your subjects, and you'll be wrong only a small percentage of the time; try to pick and choose, and you risk making bad choices. This learner's choices, then, will be: 5a. Five dollars were stuffed in my pocket. Now they're all crumpled.
One right and one wrong. Both usage-based principles for guidance -rule of thumb and discourse frequency -fall short.
Sometimes the choice of verb number is more subtle and either form could conceivably be used, a situation that might be labeled -somewhat unhelpfully -free variation. Though this entails that a particular choice will not lead to severe miscommunication, it does help us to see that the distribution of forms is indeed a result of On what basis is the learner to make the choices? If the choice is made purely on the basis of the fact that subjects and verbs agree 99% of the time, then the learner would again be wise to bet that any given verb is going to agree with its subject, that is, to make all verbs agree with their subjects. This way, there will be only about one error per one hundred opportunities. xiv Thus, our good student will choose singular performs in both cases above.
In practice, the results for this student will be identical to those for a student following a syntactic rule.
In the original published source text, 6a has singular performs while 6b has plural perform. (Below, we consider the reasons behind the choices.) The learner's usage, though intelligible, would not match the proficient writer's.
In sum, both the successful application of a rule and the judicious application of knowledge of a tendency in usage guarantee that a learner will make errors. Both practices systematically introduce error into usage.
How often would such infelicitous subject-verb agreement arise? In a 6,635-word text, Reid (1991, 363) identified 618 opportunities for subject-verb agreement. xv Assuming an incidence of felicitous mismatch in subject-verb number at slightly under one percent (.008, the incidence Reid found), our hypothetical learner writing a comparable essay, and applying the rule of subject-verb agreement with unfailing accuracy, would run over a 99%
chance of making at least one error. xvi More realistically, to the extent that this learner applies the rule with less than perfect accuracy, there would be an even greater chance of making errors (infelicitous agreement plus infelicitous lack of agreement). It requires only 77 opportunities involving verb-number choice for the chance of error due to mechanical agreement to exceed 50%.
Errors in subject-verb number can be costly. Consider the evidence from a small empirical correlation study of subject-verb number and overall score on a sample of 23 admission essays to a school of education. The proportion of subject-verb number choices judged by the present writer to be felicitous correlated positively (+.17) and significantly (p<.01) with essay scores assigned independently by trained readers. The higher the proportion of felicitous number choices, the higher the score on the essay tended to be.
Among 9 essays investigated in detail, 4 had a passing score, and 5 had failing scores. In the passing essays, the proportions of subject-verb choices correct ranged from .94 to .994; in the failing essays, the proportions correct ranged from .83 to .96, with a median of .92. That is, failing essays had approximately 92% correct. Though an error rate of 8% is much higher than the 1% that would result from following a mechanical rule, it does suggest that readers' tolerance for number error in academic writing is low. Readers' comments on the essays bear out the importance of grammatical number, including its effect on communicative success: Readers criticized "agreement problems," "syntax," and It is not difficult to intuit how proficient speakers and writers make the choices in examples 5 and 6. In 5a, plural were is appropriate because all five dollar bills, each individually, were stuffed in the pocket. In 5b, singular was is appropriate because one amount of five dollars was returned as a refund. In 6a, the Quartet is one "part of the barge's pool," whose players are not individually named, while in 6b, the Trio is individualized into three "dashing young" musicians with names, relationships, and instruments to play. Example 6a focuses on the quartet as one group; 6b focuses on the trio as more than one individual.
Grammatical number is fully meaningful
If learners are to be helped to make choices, then teachers need to know not only the patterns of the forms but also the meanings responsible for creating the patterns. Teachers should know that (third-person non-past indicative) subjects and verbs "most often" agree (Larsen-Freeman 2004, 238) . But they should also know the actual forms and meanings that instantiate this agreement. And they should know how the meanings can on occasion be mismatched -how one number meaning "intersects" with the other (ibid.) -to produce a nuance that mechanical agreement would fail to produce.
This advice with regard to the teaching of grammar is compatible with the suggestion by Liu (2010) that cognitive and linguistic analysis, being "a very important and useful part of the language-acquisition process," needs to replace the noticing and rote memorization of lexical collocations (e.g., strong tea vs. powerful car), because these are in fact semantically motivated by their parts (see also Walker 2011; Boers, Eyckmans, and Stengers 2006) . Similar to lexical patterns, grammatical patterns are semantically motivated by their meaningful parts.
In the approach being proposed here, the meaning of a form is not merely one item in a list of things that the learner needs to know (cf. Larsen-Freeman 2004, 238) ; rather, it is responsible for many of the things the learner needs to know. In a phrase, the meaning of a form is "the reason for the rule" involving the form (Larsen-Freeman 2003, 50) . The meaning of a form creates the patterns in which the FMC appears: a tendency to agree with other grammatical meanings (Our kid-s play-Ø soccer); a tendency to occur with or to avoid certain lexical items (mile-s being frequent but people-s being infrequent) (Reid 1991) . A form's meaning also quite likely influences other properties, such as notional interpretation (count vs. noncount) and a tendency to avoid certain grammatical positions (a schools chancellor).
Going beyond the traditional treatment of "singular" and "plural" subjects and verbs with their rule of agreement, Reid (1991; , of the Columbia School of linguistics xviii ,
proposes that English has two semi-independent grammatical systems having to do with the semantic domain of Number. Each system is made up of forms that signal meaning.
Thus, meaning is fully involved both in noun number (-Ø = ONE, -s = MORE) and in verb number (-s = ONE, -Ø = MORE). Meaning is involved not only in the choices kid/kids and faculty/faculties but also in plays/play, performs/perform (examples 2, 3, 6) . xix Figure 3 gives illustrations of agreement and non-agreement, from examples already seen.
The Intersection of Noun and Verb Number
ONE = ONE MORE = MORE Our kid-Ø play-s soccer.
Our kid-s play-Ø soccer.
MORE  ONE ONE  MORE Five dollar-s was returned.
The trio-Ø perform-Ø. Reid's innovation can be fully appreciated only if the scope of these meanings is fully appreciated: the meanings apply in all cases, not just in the "exceptional" cases of nonagreement (pace Celce-Murcia and Larsen Freeman 1999, 59-60 n. 10). Reid's treatment contains authentic examples in context, with discussion as to how the Number systems contribute to the communicative effects.
Pedagogical implications and conclusion
If explicit information about forms and meanings (as with the two Number systems) is available, developing teachers can work with authentic text and use the grammatical meanings signaled in the text to enrich their own and learners' understanding of a passage.
Students in my grammar course in an education program select passages from model literature (including children's stories) and, for a given grammatical topic, explain the writer's choice of opposing meanings as contributions to communicative ends. As a consequence, our understanding of both grammar and discourse grows.
In existing practice, some teachers may simply teach grammar the way they were taught it, or they may avoid explicit teaching because they lack metalinguistic knowledge, especially if they are native speakers of the language (Spada and Lightbown 2008, 109-110) . By contrast, a teacher who appreciates how grammatical meanings contribute to communication in successful discourse is in a better position to help a developing L2-user than one who either has little conscious understanding of the grammar or has a misunderstanding of it as being governed by a syntactic rule or a usage pattern. Such a better-informed teacher can:
 use judiciously selected authentic discourse in preference to manufactured and isolated sentences;
 collect and highlight (input flood and input enhancement) examples of less frequent patterns, so that the learner is exposed to rich input, particularly those examples that are most instructive of the role of form and meaning;
 engage in consciousness-raising tasks that are informed by an understanding of the workings of grammar; and,  when appropriate, provide instruction that is form-focused, meaningful, and clear. Among the most progressive pedagogical advice is possibly that of LarsenFreeman (2003) : Teach that grammar has to do with meaning and choice, but also teach "rules of thumb" to give learners something to "hold onto." That advice can be improved upon: Teach the grammatical forms and their meanings, and work on the myriad ways successful target language-users use those meanings to craft discourse.
If you feel it would be helpful, inform learners of (or guide them to discover) the statistical tendencies in discourse. In practice, of course, learners will not always make the most felicitous choices (not even native speakers do that), but, guided by both the meanings and the facts of usage, these learners are better off than their peers who have either no direction or else suffer from misdirection. Meaning (FFM), expands upon FFI in that it would tie particular linguistic meanings to particular linguistic forms. It would give teachers and learners something very concrete to "hold onto": a reliable form-meaning pairing in place of a mere tendency. This call for an expanded role for second-language teachers' explicit knowledge of the target language structure echoes a similar call regarding foreign-language teachers made by Lantolf (2009) .
Of course, the approach would require the practical availability of straightforward form-meaning analyses of a range of grammatical topics, comparable to Reid's (1991) 
